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Calling all Stakeholders to Rethink for
Zero CRD Waste to Landfill by 2030

Supportive of Architecture 2030 and Eco District Initiative

Listed in UNEP-SCP 10YFP 
MIT Climate CoLab Contest

CTV Ottawa Award Nomination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mission 2030 is the first most important overarching change strategy projectIt is a non-binding call to action, incorporating all of the change strategy elementsIt is set up as a free pledge online which either individuals or any organizations can takeIt can be signed as is, or be modified to exceed the basic requirements.Those who do so are listed in the CRI Council documents It asks all stakeholders to …   start with RETHINKING the value of sustainable design, purchasing and practices RETHINKProject Delivery Method & SelectionDesign & Specifications  Construction Practices RecoveryStakeholders are asked to take the Mission 2030 PledgeMeasure & Verify Current Construction, Renovation & Demolition (C&D) Waste GenerationReduce C&D Waste to these targets   The pyramid reminds us that like most things, you get what you pay for and investing in QBS in your design and products or services will facilitate the waste reduction later in the project and create less waste to deal with. It also points how the more you wait to deal with waste – the more costly it is The targets are set recognizing that not everything is easily recoverable today but with the advancement of technologies, laws, education, etc, we will be able to reach our target by 2030The pie chart serves as a reminder that really all we are seeking in this 1st initiative is for the green portion, so quite doable You don’t need to see the whole staircase, you just need to take the first step; Martin Luther Kings  For example – for new projects in planning– consider Integration Design Process for Project Delivery QBS for the design and construction teamDesign for disassembly & adaptability  Durability…SWMP must be specified An important note about the  pledge is that this is not a guarantee that a company is doing responsible design, or an endorsement of the CRI Council.It is however a great first step, especially for organizations as it is a public acceptance of their role and commitment to change



1. Defining the direction of change
2. Overcome inertia
3. Taking the 1st steps:

Change Strategy  

AWARENESS – DESIRE – KNOWLEDGE –
ABILITY – REINFORCEMENT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CRI Council Change Strategy was developed to increase the building industry’s ability to engage all stakeholders whom for whatever reason, have yet to embrace the sustainable revolution and accept that change is needed While our first important initiative, Mission 2030, is a call to action, for the whole building industry, it is in fact also a pragmatic change initiative, based on a foundation of proven change management principles; Defining the direction of change: Mission 2030 Mission 2030 starts with the end vision clearly in focus: Zero construction, renovation and demolition waste to landfill by 2030. This is what we want to achieve and all steps of this journey will be aligned to achieving that vision.Overcoming inertia: Generating the reason to change No change is successful if the people affected do not see the need for it.  This is a key element of any successful change initiative… and where a lot of change efforts fail. The communication of the reasons that change is necessary to ALL primary and secondary stakeholders is a critical component to creating sustainable change.  The ‘learner-centered’ education pedagogy initiative is a means of educating on the why change is necessary – as well as identifying how change is possible, and what tools are available or is necessary; presented in a way that all can understand.Starting the Journey: The first few steps As Martin Luther King said “I don’t have to see the whole stair case to take the first few steps”. It’s not necessary, or even desirable to attempt to map out every step on this journey before we start. If we attempted to do this we would be forever planning, and will never accomplish anything. But in order to generate real industry change it’s essential to create those “first few steps”… Once we have these, the journey can start; measure and verify our performance as we go, and correct our course as necessary- always aiming for the ultimate goal of Mission 2030.  These will be an output of the Mission 2030 Accord to be presented in 2013.No change is successful in the long run without these three elements.  And conversely with these three elements in place, the chances of success increase exponentially. For now, in the words of William McDonough (co-founder of Cradle to Cradle and other important initiatives) ‘We don’t need to eliminate waste, but the concept of waste’The work of the Change Strategy and Management committee will be critical to the success of Mission 2030, as it will need to ensure that the strategy continuously evolves with the industry and policies’ It needs to focus on the sometimes not so obvious essential for change:Awareness that change is needed Build the Desire to change  Provide reliable Knowledge EnableContinuously Reinforce  Some initiatives to do this are listed on this slideOthers to be addressed will focus on preventing and minimizing industrial, commercial and institutional waste, especially C&D such as:Construction Delivery ModelsRFP Terms of ReferenceRegulatory EfficiencyPurchasing Models & Related issues:Bundling ProjectsMajor trade Identification at RFQ stageFairness Process or Monitoring3rd Party Audits, COR (Certificate of Recognition);Strategic collaboration with other major role players and/or zero waste campaignsUNEPNational Zero Waste Council Media groups 



In addition to courses already available …
• Automated Learning Courses 

– Lean Manufacturing 
– Lean Supply Chain
– Lean Certification
– Lean Healthcare – more coming 

• Waves of Change # 1 
– For Design Professionals and Major Builders 
– w/Train-the-Trainer Option
– Automated Learning to come

• Summer School Program in Planning  

Integration and Education  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learner Centered Principles Ref.: http://areejelatawneh.myefolio.comEducation – Learner-CenteredLet learners construct their own plansCoach learners to expert performanceEncourage multiple perspectivesSituate learning in real life activities  Prompt learners to think about their thinkingGuide learners to think like an expertEvaluate learners thinking processes



• Consulting 

• Waste Saver Mobile APP
– Find Recovery Facilities

– Key References

– Supporters Directory

– FAQ/Helpful Hints 

Coming

• Mission 2030 Reference Guide 

• Virtual Green Product Library and 
other waste prevention tools    

Tools and Support  
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• Building Waste Prevention and Management

• Life Cycle Impacts (&LCA) – Precast Concrete 

• Emerging Technologies
– Drywall Recycling in Agricultural Sector

– Wood

– Nanotechnologies  

– Interior Retrofits for Health, Safety and 
Zero Waste Impact Growth 

Research and Technology in progress   

Image: www.writemyessay.biz
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Help us move the conversation FromPay now or Pay Later ToAct Responsible Now or Be Liable Later Trends Packaging Organics 



• www.cricouncil.com
• Linkedin Groups  
• Twitter & Facebook

Coming
• Site Communication Package 

for Builders/Developers  
• Online business engagement 

software  

Communication  

Image: www.smarterer.com

''The best way to have a good 
idea, is to have a lot of ideas’’

Linus Pauling
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to have far more EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION to know what exists today to help immediatelyAnd come up with better solutions for the future 



In the words of Winston Churchill:   ‘’I never worry about 
action, only inaction”

For More Information on the 
CRI Council and Mission 2030:
Visit www.cricouncil
E-mail info@cricouncil.com
Or, call 613-795-4632 

Please help us help others take action and walk the talk…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, construction, renovation and demolition waste falls under industrial, commercial and institutional (IC&I) waste regulation and management, addressed as a resource under free trade agreements.This means we need to ask ourselves some tough questions such as:(Questions should be adapted to the audience you are speaking to)For example, if you are speaking to the waste industry, questions could be:   Since adoption of your services depends greatly on specifiers knowing you exist, are you moving in their circles, or just your own?If speaking to a construction association:   Is your education program for your members limited to one rating system or is it generic focused on what they have the most control over? Other questions depending on the audience you are speaking to might include  For a design professional or building owner crowd:   How much waste do your decisions generate?Where does our organization’s C&D/IC&I waste go?What kind of examples are we setting for developing countries who aspire to live like us…What is my true carbon footprint when I take waste into account?... ISWA – The International Solid Waste Association – is an international, independent and non-profit making association, working in the public interest to promote and develop sustainable waste management worldwide. 

http://www.cricouncil�
mailto:info@cricouncil.com�
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